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The Netherlands: The representativeness of trade unions and
 employer associations in the live performance sector

Two factors make industrial relations in this sector atypical. Firstly, performing artists generally do
 not see themselves as an employee, and secondly there is the continuing trend towards
 commercialisation. These factors make it hard for employer associations and unions to organise
 employees and employers as social partners. This said, around 90% of employees in the public part
 of the sector fall under a collective agreement. In the public non-commercial part of the sector, the
 representativeness of the social partners is not at issue; the extending in 2009 of the collective
 agreement for the performing arts has highlighted this.

1. Sectoral properties

Economic background

Development of sectoral employment and companies

 2000 2010

Number of companies in the sector 2,875 1,895 (2009)

Comment

Source of company data CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

Aggregate employment   

Male employment   

Female employment   

Share of sectoral employment as a %
 of total employment in the economy   

Source of employment figures   

Comment

Aggregate employees 45,100 82,800 (2009)

Male employees 23,200 41,700

Female employees 21,900 41,100

Share of sectoral employees as a %
 of total employees in the economy  1.1%

Source of employee figures CBS/Statline CBS/Statline

Comment
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2. The sector’s trade unions and employer associations

This section includes the following trade unions and employer associations:

(i) trade unions which are party to sector-related collective bargaining

(ii) trade unions which are a sector-related member of the sector-related European Union
 Federations (i.e. the Media and Entertainment International – Technical Professions of the
 Entertainment Sector – EURO-MEI; the European Federation of Artists and Actors – EuroFIA; and
 the International Federation of Musicians – FIM)

(iii) employer associations which are a party to sector-related collective bargaining

(iv) employer associations (business associations) which are a member of the sector-related
 European Employer/Business Federation (i.e. the Performing Arts Employers Associations League in
 Europe – PEARLE*)

2a Overview of the Industrial relations landscape in the sector

There are two factors which make industrial relations in the sector atypical. Firstly, performing artists
 generally do not see themselves as an employee, and secondly there is the continuing trend towards
 commercialisation. These factors make it hard for employer associations and unions to organise
 employees and employers as social partners.

Indirectly the sector has been hit by the economic crisis since the government started in 2011 to
 implement severe cutbacks in the sector. Up till now these cutbacks have not generated new
 organisations or mergers of associations, but cooperation is growing in the actions undertaken.

2b Data on the trade unions

The scope of this study relates to the live performance sector, which is defined as embracing the
 following sub-activities:

Performing arts (e.g. live theatrical presentations, concerts, operas, dance productions)
Support activities to performing arts (e.g. activities of directors, producers, stage-set designers
 and builders, scene shifters, lighting engineers etc.)
Artistic creation (activities of individual artists such as sculptors, painters, cartoonists,
 engravers, etchers etc.; activities of individual writers, for all subjects including fictional
 writing, technical writing etc.; activities of independent journalists; restoring of works of art
 such as paintings etc.)
Operation of arts facilities (i.e. operation of concert and theatre halls and other arts facilities)

FNV Kiem
Union for the Arts, Entertainment, Information and Media Industries

The union’s domain

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover,
 within the live performance sector, all types of the sub-
activities, as follows?

 

1. Performing arts Yes

2. Support activities to performing arts Yes

3. Artistic creation Yes

4. Operation of arts facilities Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover,
 within the live performance sector, all of the following types
 of employees: Blue-collar workers and white-collar workers?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover,
 within the live performance sector, all forms of enterprises
 (for instance: public ownership, private ownership,
 multinationals, domestic companies, etc.) (of course, only
 insofar as they exist in the sector)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover all
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 size classes of enterprises within the live performance
 sector?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover all
 occupations within the live performance sector?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover
 (part of) the live performance sector in all regions of your
 country?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover
 workers with other than standard employment contracts
 within the live performance sector (for instance, self-
employed, temporary agency workers, fixed term contracts,
 freelancers, etc.)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the union potentially cover
 employees outside the live performance sector?

Yes; FNV Kiem is also active in the graphic and the packaging
 sector.

General information on the union  

Is the union engaged in sector-related collective bargaining? Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining? Multi-employer bargaining

How many employees are covered by the sector-related
 collective agreement/s signed by the union within the live
 performance sector (including those covered via extension
 mechanisms)?

1,200 (100%; 12 orchestras)

650 (dance companies)

2.000 (theatre companies)

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the union being consulted by the authorities in sector-
related matters?

Yes

Is the consultation carried out… Unilaterally

How often do sector-related consultations occur? On an ad-hoc basis

Members  

How many active members in employment does the
 organisation have in total (i.e. within the live performance
 sector and beyond)?

6,000

How many active members in employment does the
 organisation have within the live performance sector
 only?

Not available

Please indicate/ estimate whether the union’s density in
 terms of members within the live performance sector is
 higher than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density

Affiliations  

To which international organisations is the union
 affiliated?  

To which European level organisations is the union
 affiliated?

FIA , FIM, EURO-MEI

To which national level organisations is the union affiliated? Federation of Dutch Trade Unions, FNV

Source of information
FNV Kiem; Caspar de Kiefte
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EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

2c Data on the employer associations

NAPK
Dutch Association for Performing Arts

Nederlandse Associatie voor Podium Kunsten

The employer organisation’s domain

According to its domain, does the employer organisation
 potentially cover, within the live performance sector,
 companies pursuing all types of the sub-activities, as
 follows?

The respondent of NAPK underlines that the NAPK represents
 employers in production, so the association supports producers.

1. Performing arts Yes

2. Support activities to performing arts No

3. Artistic creation Yes

4. Operation of arts facilities No

According to its domain, does the employer organisation
 potentially cover, within the live performance sector, all
 (legal) forms of enterprises (for instance: public ownership,
 private ownership, multinationals, domestic companies, etc.)
 (of course, only insofar as they exist in the sector)?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation
 potentially cover all size classes of enterprises within the live
 performance sector?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation
 potentially cover companies, within the live performance
 sector, in all regions of your country?

Yes

According to its domain, does the employer organisation
 potentially cover companies outside the live performance
 sector?

No

General information on the organisation  

Is the employer organisation engaged in sector-related
 collective bargaining?

Yes

If yes, what form of collective bargaining? Multi-employer bargaining

How many companies are covered by the collective
 agreement/s signed by the employer organisation within the
 live performance sector (including those covered via
 extension mechanisms)?

Three collective agreements, one covering 12 orchestras, one
 covering 20 dance companies, and three 76 theatres.

How many employees are covered by the sector-related
 collective agreement/s signed by the employer organisation
 within the live performance sector (including those covered
 via extension mechanisms)?

1. Orchestras 1,200 employees;

2. dance companies 700 employees

3. theatres 2,200 employees.

In total, 4,100 employees.

Please indicate the type of membership Voluntary

Is the employer organisation being consulted by the
 authorities in sector-related matters?

Yes

Is the consultation carried out… Unilaterally
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How often do sector-related consultations occur? On an ad-hoc basis

Members  

How many member companies does the employer
 organisation have in total (i.e. within the live performance
 sector and beyond)?

How many employees work in these member companies
 in total (i.e. within the live performance sector and
 beyond)?

4,100

How many member companies does the employer
 organisation have within the live performance sector
 only?

103 members

How many employees work in these member companies
 within the live performance sector only?

4,100

Please indicate/ estimate whether the employer
 organisation’s density in terms of companies within the live
 performance sector is higher than/ lower than/ (nearly)
 equal to its overall density. Please provide sources, if
 possible.

In the subsidised part the density is average; in the commercial
 part it will be lower (estimate)

Please indicate/ estimate whether the employer
 organisation’s density in terms of employees employed by
 member companies within the live performance sector is
 higher than/ lower than/ (nearly) equal to its overall density.
 Please provide sources, if possible.

(Nearly) equal to overall density, since the collective multi
 employer labour agreement was extended in 2009. See Section
 4.

Affiliations  

To which international organisations is the employer
 organisation affiliated?  

To which European level organisations is the employer
 organisation affiliated?

PEARLE*

To which national level organisations is the employer
 organisation affiliated?

NAPK (translated as Dutch Association for the Performing Arts)
 represents the national level

Source of information
Mr R. Douze, Policy Officer at the NAPK.

EIRO national correspondent: Marianne Grunell

3. Inter-associational relationships

3a Inter-union relationships

3a.1 Please list all trade unions covered by this study whose domains overlap within the
 sector.

FNV Kiem is the one (and only) union, which is engaged in collective bargaining. The organisation
 Dutch union for Performing Artists (Nederlandse Toon KunstenaarsBond, NTB), is merging with FNV
 Kiem. See also Section 4.3.

3a.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the trade unions within the sector,
 concerning the right to conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public
 policy formulation and implementation?

Yes, at some commercial companies.

3a.3 If yes, are certain trade unions excluded from these rights?

Yes, at some commercial companies.

3b Inter-employer association relationships
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3b.1 Please list all employer associations covered by this study whose domains overlap
 within the sector.

With the exception of the WNPF, the employer association for pop stages, the Dutch Association for
 Perfoming Arts, the NAPK, is an employer organisation which is engaged in collective bargaining
 negotiations. NAPK covers 90% of all subsidised theatre, orchestra and dance organisations.
 (Regarding the WNPF, active in collective bargaining, it is unclear whether the organisation is active
 at European level. Official information does not answer this question.)

In addition to multi-employer collective bargaining, there are some company agreements at the
 biggest companies; the agreements are directly negotiated between the company and (a
 representation of the) employees in the company. The distinction between an agreement and a one-
sided contract is unclear.

3b.2 Do rivalries and competition exist among the employer associations within the sector,
 concerning the right to conclude collective agreements and to be consulted in public
 policy formulation and implementation?

No, although there have been tensions between NAPK and individual employers on the extension of
 the collective agreement 2009 – 2010, according to our respondent of the NAPK. See chapter 4.

3b.3 If yes, are certain employer associations excluded from these rights?

No

3b.4 Are there large companies or employer associations within the sector which refuse to
 recognise the trade unions and refuse to enter collective bargaining?

Yes, this is the case at some companies in the commercial part of the sector, performing arts.

4. The system of collective bargaining

4.1. Estimate the sector’s rate of collective bargaining coverage (i.e. the ratio of the
 number of employees covered by any kind of collective agreement to the total
 number of employees in the sector).

In the subsidised sector, there are three collective multi employer agreements. One for 12
 orchestras, one for 20 dance companies and one for 76 theatre companies. The agreements vary,
 from framework agreements to extensive agreements, covering all employees in the subsidised
 sector. An informative estimate is not possible at the moment.

4.2. Estimate the relative importance of multi-employer agreements and of single-
employer agreements as a percentage of the total number of employees covered.
 (Multi-employer bargaining is defined as being conducted by an employer
 association on behalf of the employer side. In the case of single-employer
 bargaining, it is the company or its subunit(s) which is the party to the agreement.
 This includes the cases where two or more companies jointly negotiate an
 agreement.)

These agreements cover 1200 employees at the orchestras, 750 employees in the dance companies
 and 2200 employees in the theatre companies. All in all, 90% of the subsidised companies are
 covered by a multi employer agreement. In addition to the three multi employer agreements
 mentioned, there are multi employer agreements for the concert halls, for the theatre halls, and for
 the pop concert halls. (The employer organisation, involved in these negotiations, was unable to
 cooperate in this study (see Section 4.3). The opera houses each have a single company agreement.
 On the commercial side, there are no social partner relations. At best, there exist single-employer,
 company agreements. These agreements are rare and are only to be found at the few big
 companies.

4.2.1. Is there a practice of extending multi-employer agreements to employers
 who are not affiliated to the signatory employer associations?

The collective agreement 2009–2010 has been extended. The Minister approved the extension on the
 basis of representativeness of the companies/employees covered (more than 70%). The procedure
 however was difficult since too many (commercial) employers, the non-signatory parties, were
 opposed, according to Mr. Douze, our respondent at the NAPK.

4.2.2. If there is a practice of extending collective agreements, is this practice
 pervasive or rather limited and exceptional?

Thus, extension procedures are exceptional.

4.3. List all sector-related multi-employer wage agreements* valid in 2011 (or most
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 recent data), including for each agreement information on the signatory parties
 and the purview of the agreement in terms of branches, type and number of
 employees and territory covered.

* Only wage agreements which are (re)negotiated on a reiterated basis.

Sector-related multi-employer wage agreements
Bargaining

 parties Purview of the sector-related multi-employer wage agreements

 Sectoral Type of
 employees Territorial

Number of
 employees

 covered

NAPK (employer
 representative)* FNV
 Kiem (union) **

No. Three in total (for
 orchestras, dance and
 theatre)

Varying, from performing
 staff to all employees no 4,100

WNPF

FNV Kiem

Not sectoral, only for
 pop programming and
 production

Employees, production
 and maintaining pop
 stages and performances

no 1,400

WNP (employer
 organisation VSCD)

FNV Kiem

Abvakabo FNV

yes all no Employees of members of
 WNP

* The employer organisation for Theatre and Concert halls (VSCD/WNP) did not cooperate in the
 study, lacking the time for an interview; this organisation signs the collective agreement for concert
 halls; for the union side, FNV Kiem signs the agreement..

** In addition to FNV Kiem, the union for Dutch musicians (NtB) signs the agreement for the
 orchestras. Presently, FNV Kiem and NtB are in a process of a merger; furthermore the NtB is not
 active at European level.

4.4. List the sector’s four most important collective agreements (single employer or
 multi-employer agreements) valid in 2011 (or most recent data), including for each
 agreement information on the signatory parties and the purview of the agreement
 in terms of branches, type and number of employees and territory covered.
 Importance is measured in terms of employees covered.

See Section 4.3

5. Formulation and implementation of sector-specific public policies

5.1. Are the sector’s employer associations and trade unions usually consulted by
 the authorities in sector-specific matters? If yes, which associations?

See below.

5.2. Do tripartite bodies dealing with sector-specific issues exist? If yes, please
 indicate their domain of activity (for instance, health and safety, equal
 opportunities, labour market, social security and pensions etc.), their origin
 (agreement/statutory) and the interest organisations having representatives in
 them:

As in other sectors there are no specific consultation bodies in the sector, nor tripartite or bipartite.
 The authorities consult the social partners occasionally. Until 2007 relations were open and
 constructive, for example on the unique (social partner) project to retrain older dancers. The
 government supported the plan. Since 2007 relations have become more distanced. At present
 there is a rapprochement of the government, since the sector will cut back substantially. Parties are
 now trying to control the damage.

6. Statutory regulations of representativeness

6a Statutory regulations of representativeness for trade unions6.1. In the case of
 the trade unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria of
 representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to conclude
 collective agreements? If yes, please briefly illustrate these rules and list the
 organisations which meet them.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.
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6.2. In the case of the unions, do statutory regulations exist which establish criteria
 of representativeness which a union must meet, so as to be entitled to be consulted
 in matters of public policy and to participate in tripartite bodies? If yes, please
 briefly illustrate these rules and list the organisations which meet them.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three union federations are
 represented: Federations of Dutch Trade Unions (Federatie Nederlandse Vakbeweging, FNV),
 Christian Trade Union Federation (Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, CNV) and MHP, the national
 union federation for middle and higher personnel.

6.3. Are elections for a certain representational body (e.g. works councils)
 established as criteria for union representativeness? If yes, please report the most
 recent electoral outcome for the sector.

No.

6b Statutory regulations of representativeness for employer organisations6.4. Same
 question for employer associations as 6.1.

There are no statutory regulations with regard to representativeness.

6.5. Same question for employer associations as 6.2.

There are rules on representativeness with regard to participation in the tripartite Social and
 Economic Council (Sociaal-Economische Raad, SER) and in the bipartite Labour Foundation
 (Stichting van de Arbeid, STAR). As a result, in these bodies three employer associations are
 represented: VNO-NCW, MKB-Nederland, the employer association for SME’s and LTO-Nederland,
 the organisation for the agricultural sector.

VNO-NCW, a merger of general and confessional organisations, is named in Dutch: Vereniging
 Nederlandse Ondernemers – Nederland Christelijk Werkgeversverbond. MKB-Nederland is Midden en
 Klein Bedrijf-Nederland, and LTO-Nederland is Land en Tuinbouworganisatie-Nederland

6.6. Are elections for a certain representational body established as criteria for the
 representativeness of employer associations? If yes, please report the most recent
 outcome for the sector.

No.

Commentary

Given the fact that in particular employer representatives of the many organisations were not able to
 cooperate in this study, the scope of it is limited. In particular, the pop performance part of the
 sector is under represented. At the other hand one has to keep in mind that the criteria for a social
 partner organisation differs from the sector’s many professional organisations.

There are two factors which make industrial relations in this sector atypical. Firstly, performing
 artists generally do not see themselves as an employee, and secondly there is the continuing trend
 towards commercialisation. These factors make it hard for employer associations and unions to
 organise employees and employers as social partners. This said, around 90% of employees in the
 public part of the sector fall under a collective agreement. Technical professionals and support staff
 are far more inclined towards the system of rights and rules for employees. Here social partners
 fulfil their normal role, negotiating labour terms and conditions.

Marianne Grunell, University of Amsterdam, HSI
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